
 

 

 

Movies for February 17th - February 23rd 

Theater/Channel 918 
Sunday, February 17, 2:00 and 7:00   

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (Season 1, Episode 2) 

Running Time: 51 Minutes (Comedy, Drama) 
Midge’s life is in a tailspin in the wake of Joel leaving.  Midge and Joel’s parents butt heads while 
trying to keep their family together.  Susie pushes Midgeto get back on stage and find her voice.  
(AMAZON) 

 

Monday, February 18, 7:30  

The Picture of Dorian Gray (1945) 

Running Time: 110 Minutes (Classic Drama, Thriller, Fantasy Based on Book) 
In Victorian England, aristocrat Dorian Gray (Hurd Hatfield) becomes increasingly hedonistic and 
vain. When his portrait is painted, Gray makes a Faustian bargain: The picture will age while he 
stays young and handsome -- an evil pact that leads to murder. This classic drama based on a 
novel by Oscar Wilde won an Oscar for Best Cinematography, and Angela Lansbury took home a 
Golden Globe for her role as Gray's jilted lover.  Cast: George Sanders, Donna Reed, Angela 
Lansbury, Peter Lawford, Lowell Gilmore, Richard Fraser, Douglas Walton. (NETFLIX) 
 

Tuesday Feburary 19, 2:00 and 7:30    

Shoplifters (2018) 

Running Time: 120 Minutes, Rated R (Foreign Drama) 
On the margins of Tokyo, a dysfunctional band of outsiders are united by fierce loyalty, a 
penchant for petty theft and playful grifting. When the young son is arrested, secrets are exposed 
that upend their tenuous, below-the-radar existence and test their quietly radical belief that it is 
love—not blood—that defines a family. (AMAZON) 

 

Wednesday February 20, 2:00 and 7:30 

Call Me By Your Name (2018) 

Running Time: 132 Minutes, Rated R (Drama, Romance) 
It's the summer of 1983 in Italy, and Elio (Chalamet), a precocious 17-year-old, spends his days in 
his family's villa transcribing and playing classical music, reading and flirting with his friend 
Marzia. One day, Oliver (Hammer), a charming American scholar arrives as the annual summer 
intern tasked with helping Elio's father, an eminent professor. Elio and Oliver discover the heady 
beauty of awakening desire over the course of a summer that will alter their lives forever. 
Cast: Armie Hammer, Timothée Chalamet, Michael Stuhlbarg, Amira Casar.  (NETFLIX) 
 

 

https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/George-Sanders/81863
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Donna-Reed/76917
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Angela-Lansbury/52773
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Angela-Lansbury/52773
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Peter-Lawford/53231
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Lowell-Gilmore/20024390
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Richard-Fraser/20024391
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Douglas-Walton/20021837
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Armie-Hammer/30069994
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Timoth-e-Chalamet/40012734
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Michael-Stuhlbarg/30109707
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Amira-Casar/20034351


 

 

Movies for February 17th – February 23rd 

Theater/Channel 918 
 

Thursday February 21, 2:00 and 7:30   

Elian (2017)  

Running Time: 108 Minutes (Documentary) 
Elian recounts the story of a Cuban boy named Elián González who, on Thanksgiving Day in 1999, 
was found floating on an inner tube in the Florida Straits, an event that set in motion a bitter 
custody battle between Elián's Cuban father and US relatives. Set to the backdrop of a tense and 
acrimonious relationship between the US and Cuba, the documentary features a wealth of 
contemporary news archive and gives unprecedented access to key players in the saga, including 
an exclusive interview with the boy himself, now a 23-year old man. A story of family and the 
challenges of reconciliation, the documentary uses one boy's remarkable journey to plot the path 
to rapprochement between Cuba and the US, and is underscored by a deeply moving personal 
and political commentary. (AMAZON) 
 

Friday February 22, 2:00 and 7:30 

Kiss Me Kate (1953) 

Running Time: 110  Minutes (Classic Musical) 
It's Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew" set to Cole Porter's greatest score. Kathryn Grayson and 
Howard Keel are a divorced, bickering Broadway couple who agree to star in the titular musical. 
They're joined by the tap-dancing Ann Miller and future Broadway choreographer (and director 
of the Oscar-winning Cabaret) Bob Fosse in a stunning double dance (with Carol Haney) to the 
tune "From This Moment On." (AMAZON) 

 

Saturday February 23, 2:00 and 7:30 

Flame and Citron (2008) 

Running Time: 136 Minutes (Foreign Action, Drama, History) 
Flame and CitronThis fact-based drama explores the less-than-heroic side of World War II 
Danish Resistance fighters Flame and Citron, who, after taking orders from a Resistance 
leader, systematically assassinated Danish collaborators and Nazi officers.  Cast: Thure 
Lindhardt, Mads Mikkelsen, Stine Stengade, Peter Mygind, Mille Lehfeldt, Christian Berkel, 
Hanns Zischler, Claus Riis Østergaard.  (NETFLIX) 

https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Thure-Lindhardt/20038617
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Thure-Lindhardt/20038617
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Mads-Mikkelsen/20040154
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Stine-Stengade/20039333
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Peter-Mygind/30102097
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Mille-Lehfeldt/30133066
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Christian-Berkel/20036398
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Christian-Berkel/20036398
https://dvd.netflix.com/RoleDisplay/Hanns-Zischler/20022440
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